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Copyright Notice: Unintended recipients of this message and all others who may view it for whatever
reason or experience are hereby notified that all of its literary content, context, graphics, grammatical or
ungrammatical structure, punctuation, spellings or misspellings, and all other written language forms
and combination forms of signs, signatures, or symbols, and general orthography contained therein,
regardless of numerical length, except where specifically quoted from other sources allowed for by and
under the Fair Use Doctrine; and protected by the 1st Amendment to the Constitution of the United
States of America, are an exclusive intellectual literary form of original expression by and from the
author who has composed this message for the express purpose of parody, satire, entertainment, or
stimulation to thought for his specifically intended "to" addressed recipient only. If this message has
been received or received in error and its content and any attachment thereto is received, read, taken, or
interpreted by the reader to be socially, politically, morally, culturally, psychologically, or otherwise
offensive or unwanted in any manner conceivable to the human condition, then the reader or viewer is
encouraged to exercise his right to delete it from his machine without further ado. Therefore be it
known and understood, this document enjoys copyright protection exclusive to the ownership of the
author. Copying or further transmission by any means for any purpose without the prior express written
permission of the author is prohibited by law and subject to both civil and criminal procedures
governing copyright violation.
ANYTHING AND EVERYTHING APPEARING HEREIN IS COMPLETE FICTION -- NOTHING
MORE, NOTHING LESS. The author creates it. The author gets to label it. And yes,
"Fiction" could well be replaced with another word that starts with a capital "C".

Satire is writing, speaking, art or other forms of human communication, which presents its audience with a most improbable or ridiculous view to provoke thought. Satire is neither mean
or kind, just or unjust, untruthful nor truthful, fair or unfair -- it is just satire -- a preposterous view. Satire assumes its audience is of sufficient mental and emotional stability to absorb it.
To hold something up to ridicule presupposes a sense of human level balance and scale to which one can appeal. Expectation and a great latitude for forgiveness, therefore, are
prerequisites for giving, receiving, or, perchance, enjoying satire. It should be noted that in these modern times satire is in liberal practice in nearly every human intercourse on a
constant basis and may be at rest only at such time as an individual is removed from contact with any other or is in a deep sleep.

TVR’s Compliance Report
By I. Censor

Federal Civility Agency
Division For Training in the Humanities
Satire Office
Washington, D. C.
Dear TVR,
We have previewed your caricature submission.
A few rate annotation. Please comply with
publication standards that have forwarded
separately. No disciplinary action is imposed for
approval requests.

Soften the sneer and thin the
lips

Never ever

The 1st Amendment constrains further action.
But we're working on that.
I. B. Correct
For the Director
w/enclosure

You've got to be kidding
Ditto
Not funny, Magee!

Cartoonist self portrait

Needs lots of work
Are you crazy!

